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Storyset
Afterschool staff create programming content all the time

Student and Youth input can be the spark that a club needs (and that every club deserves)
Design Studios are one potential process to give young people voice in programming creation
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Discuss at your tables

HOW DO YOU DESIGN PROGRAMMING?

Discuss at your tables

How does your program or 
organization create new 

content?

How does your program or 
organization use youth 
voice?



Design Studios are the Beyond 
School Bells approach to creating 

afterschool and summer club 
guides and curriculum that are 

based in youth-voice 

DESIGN 
STUDIO



College or HS students 
as the Designers

1-2 Consistent 
Facilitators

3-4 Content Experts 

“The Synthesizer” can be 
1 of the 2 Consistent 
Facilitators 



Iterative student 
content-creation process

4 Days (can be 
shorter/longer)

3-4 Content Experts

Macro club-structure and 
activity guides



Essentially one long 
brainstorming cycle 

Set up can be in-person, 
digital, or a mix 

Whiteboards, Sticky 
notes, MIRO







Goal Setting

Guiding Questions

Content Creation 

Brainstorming / feedback 
cycles 

Produce club overview 







Goal Setting

Guiding Questions



Final day 

Final feedback session 

Prepare and final 
presentations  



Content Creation 

Brainstorming / feedback 
cycles 

Produce club overview 







Logistics



RELATIONSHIPS Rely on existing relationships/partnerships

VALUE Make the experience valuable to students - and 
communicate that value… INCLUDING PAY!

TIMING Choose dates and times that work best for 
student schedules!

01

03

02

YOUTH 
RECRUITMENT



KEEPING YOUTH
ENGAGED
Make sure the design studio topic is interesting to students

Strike a balance between:

- Giving clear instructions and communicating expectations and
- Allowing students to truthfully create what they want to create

…and expect youth to feel some discomfort with the freedom they have



RESOURCES
AND MATERIALS
Space

- Somewhere where you can be collaborative!
- Consider how students will get there

Resources and Materials

- Keep brainstorming and ideas organized and easily accessible
- Use tools like a white board, sticky notes, Google Docs, Miro, etc.



ADAPTATIONS
Space

- Somewhere where you can be collaborative!
- Consider how students will get there

Resources and Materials

- Keep brainstorming and ideas organized and easily accessible
- Use tools like a white board, sticky notes, Google Docs, Miro, etc.









DOWNLOAD THE GUIDE!


